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Abstract
Task- and artefact-centric business process models
(BPMs) are mostly used in isolation. This entails, e.g.,
problems with formal and automated verification of BPMs
through model checking. We address this gap through semantic task specification, which is transferred from more
widely known semantic service specification. In summary,
we present a new and systematic approach for connecting a
task-centric BPM (in BPMN) with a model of an artefactcentric object life cycle through semantic task specification.
As a consequence, we achieve a seamless approach for formal and automated verification of BPMs using model checking.

1

Introduction

While task-centric models (of business processes) focus on the overall behavior (of the process), artefact-centric
models represent the state changes of each artefact. In this
sense, they are complementary, and they are mostly used in
isolation.
In practice, business process models (BPMs) are often represented in BPMN (Business Process Model Notation) [12] in a task-centric way, where the focus is on control flow. Their properties, however, often relate to the states
of objects involved, which can be defined in an artefactcentric way using object life cycles. Unfortunately, BPMN
models are usually not connected with models of object life
cycles, and the effects of their tasks on business objects are
not defined.
We propose a connection of such models and its use for
formal verification of BPMs. This connection is by means
of semantic task specification, inspired by annotations of
activities with logical preconditions and effects according
to [16], which have been inspired in turn by semantic Web
service approaches. Metaphorically speaking, we utilize the
additional semantic knowledge on top of the control flow of
a BPMN-like BPM to connect it with a semantically speci-
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fied object life cycle.
According to a recently introduced and promising approach to formal verification of BPMs given in BPMN
based on model checking, formally represented properties
refer to additional models of object life cycles [7]. In this
way, it is actually possible to formulate properties to be
checked without knowing the BPM model that is to be verified. This approach even allows the verification of several
BPMs connected with the related object life cycle(s) against
the same set of properties. Unfortunately, the connection
of models is established based on informal annotations of
BPMN models only. Hence, establishing the required connection of models in a rigid way has not yet been solved.
Actually, also the way of transforming BPMN tasks as proposed in [7] is not fully consistent with the representation
of object life cycles as used for model checking.
We build on this approach, but make it rigid for solving
these problems, and in order to facilitate its automation in
a seamless formal verification process. In fact, we use our
new connection of task-centric with artefact-centric models
through semantic task specification for this purpose.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First, we present some background material, in
order to make this paper self-contained, and relate it to previous work. Then we present our new and rigid approach
for connecting task- and artefact-centric models logically
through semantic task specification. Based on that, we explain how to connect also their behavior for formal verification through model checking. Finally, we discuss our
approach more generally and conclude.

2
2.1

Background
Background on Semantic Service
Specification

Semantic service specification has been based upon the
Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is a knowledge
representation language used to build and administer on-
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tologies or a specific knowledge base.1 OWL-S [1] is an
ontology built upon OWL for semantic descriptions of Web
services. OWL-S consists of three parts: Service Profile,
Process Model, and Service Grounding. The latter provides
the means for interoperability with a Web Service Description (given in WSDL) and relates the semantic specification
of a Web service with its WSDL file. This involves the definition of the input and output parameters including their
types. In addition, OWL-S provides pre-defined predicates
for defining preconditions, result values and effects. Services can be modeled either as atomic or as more complex
composite services, where the latter consist of several (orchestrated) atomic services.
To illustrate how semantic specification works, let us
consider the task Pay Invoice as an example. Within this
task, an Invoice is to be paid, and after that passed along
according to the control flow in the BPMN model. The task
itself is specified through its input and output, but it lacks a
semantic specification that describes what the task accomplishes. The output alone is insufficient, as it only specifies
the result of the task in the form of a type (in this case, an
Invoice). However, it is not specified what kind of changes
occur during task execution and how the domain in which
the business process is enacted, is affected. This additional
specification can be provided using the OWL-S formalism.
The hasResult predicate of OWL-S specifies the result
of a service, where it couples both outputs and effects. Outputs are passed along from the service and correspond to an
output variable from, for example, a WSDL file specifying
a Web service. In addition, effects specify how the domain
changes. To be more precise, they specify the changes that
are caused by the service execution. Effects are specified
with the hasEffect predicate. A semi-formal specification
for the Pay Invoice Task (as inspired by [6]) is presented in
Listing 1.
Pay Invoice:
Input:
Output:
Precondition:
Effect:

Invoice
Invoice
authorized ( Invoice )
paid ( Invoice )

Listing 1: Semi-formal Pay Invoice Specification
This task operates on an Invoice, which is passed to it as
an input. On this input, a formal condition (precondition)
is specified, which has to be fulfilled before the task can
be executed. Here the precondition states, that the Invoice
has to be authorized before a payment. The changes in the
domain are modeled as effects and relate to the hasEffect
predicate. In this example, they specify that the Invoice has
been paid after the task has been executed. The predicates
authorized and paid are concepts of a domain ontology and
can be used in combination with a rule language such as
SWRL [15].
1 Web

Ontology Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/

Each SWRL-Rule consists of a head and a body. The
head is deduced if the conditions in the body evaluate to
true. So, SWRL-Rules provide the means to deduce knowledge from existing facts. A typical example of an SWRLRule is the following relationship in families: if a parent of a
child has a brother, than it can be deduced that this child has
an uncle. Listing 2 shows how such a rule can be defined.
hasParent ( ? c h i l d , ? p a r e n t ) ∧
hasBrother ( ? pa r en t , ? b r o t h e r ) ⇒
hasUncle ( ? c h i l d , ? b r o t h e r )

Listing 2: Example of an SWRL-Rule
This notation is used since all the basic knowledge in
OWL is specified in the form of triples. They consist of a
Subject, a Predicate and an Object, where a predicate relates
a subject to an object. The notation hasParent(?child, ?parent) states that the ?child is in a relationship with a ?parent
through the predicate hasParent. In this example, the hasParent predicate is used to check if two individuals ?child
and ?parent are related. They are only related if a triple of
the form ?child :hasParent ?parent exists in the knowledge
base. The rule is checked for all available individuals.
There are several possibilities available to specify such
SWRL-Rules. For example, they can operate on classes or
on individuals (instances). One possible OWL representation of the rule above is shown in Listing 3. In this case,
the rule operates on concrete individuals. These are identified via the child and parent variables, and all available
instances in the domain are used.
<swrlx : individualPropertyAtom
swrlx : p r o p e r t y =" h a s P a r e n t ">
< r u l e m l : var > c h i l d </ r u l e m l : var >
< r u l e m l : var > p a r e n t </ r u l e m l : var >
</ s w r l x : i n d i v i d u a l P r o p e r t y A t o m >

Listing 3: Excerpt from SWRL-Rule Example
Such rules are often used to describe effects in OWL-S,
as they show how the state of the domain changes. More
precisely, the effects specify how the previous state of the
domain is transferred to the new state after task execution.
In essence, they allow the deduction of new knowledge
based on the task execution.

2.2

Background on Model Checking Using
Object Life Cycles

Model checking (or property checking) is a formal verification technique based on models of system behavior and
properties, specified unambiguously in formal languages
(see, e.g., [2]). The behavioral model of the system under verification is often specified using a Finite State Machine (FSM), or several synchronized FSMs, more precisely
asynchronous FSMs synchronized by signals. The properties to be checked on the behavioral model are formulated
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in a specific property specification language. When a model
checker finds a property violation, it reports it in the form
of a counterexample.
This general verification approach was adopted for verification against business rules using object life cycles in
[7]. The primary motivation for employing additional models of object life cycles was to allow formalizing properties
(according to business rules) without knowing the process
model. However, these models have to be connected with
the BPM to be checked in the formalism used for model
checking, and this was only done based on informal annotations of BPMN models.
Instead of them, we define semantic task specification.
This facilitates a rigid and seamless verification process
based on model checking and object life cycles.
In order to facilitate the comparison of our work with the
one in [7], we use the same running example as shown in
Figure 1. This process model given in BPMN is based on
a simplified version of the “payment handling” process of
[14, p. 108], which is used here as a reference process. This
payment handling process starts with the creation of an Invoice. This Invoice is then sent to the Customer. After the
Customer has received the Invoice, she makes the payment
of the Invoice. Once the payment is received, it is booked
as paid. After that, this example reference process is finished. While the payment is unconditional in this reference
process, the one in Figure 1 actually includes a conditional
authorization.
We renamed the tasks Send Invoice to Transmit Invoice,
and Receive Payment to Receive Paid Invoice, in order to
achieve a cleaner terminology. Still these BPMs per se are
isomorphic. Instead of informal annotations, we added Pre
and/or Eff statements, as inspired by [16]. In our approach,
these illustrate semantic task specification as explained below.

3

Related Work

Given a formal representation in a BPM, checking correctness properties inherent in the business process itself is
possible. Wynn et al. [17] verify business processes against
four defined properties (soundness, weak soundness, irreducible cancellation regions and immutable OR-joins). Sbai
et al. [13] show how a model checker can be used to identify problems with a specification of a business process to be
automated as a workflow, and how a verification of certain
correctness properties can be accomplished.
Some previous work addressed the question of what to
verify a business process model against, to determine possible violations of certain properties given in addition to the
process model itself. Fisteus et al. [5] propose a framework
for integrating BPEL4WS and the SPIN and SMV verification tools. This framework can verify a process specifica-

tion against properties such as invariants and goals through
model checking.
Lohmann et al. [8] present an approach based on compliance rules, which are used to automatically construct
artefact-centric BPMs that are compliant by design. The
building blocks are life cycles of the involved artefacts,
which are used to generate compliant BPMs. The compliance rules express constraints on these artefacts as well as
the actions performed on them. With this approach they
are able to reduce the check for compliant behavior to the
reachability of final states.
Meyer et al. [10] define a “weak conformance” between
process models and synchronized object life cycles. Their
algorithm for soundness checking verifies whether each
time an activity needs to access a data object in a particular state, it is guaranteed that the data object is in or can
reach the expected state. In contrast to our approach, they
do not verify against additionally specified properties.
Estãnol et al. [3] propose a verification approach based
on artefact life cycles modeled in UML. It checks certain
intrinsic properties such as liveliness of a class or an association.
Feng et al. [4] propose an approach for verifying properties of an OWL-S service process model. Via mapping
rules this approach translates the process model into a process algebra model and uses a model checker to verify the
properties of such a translated model. It handles the control
flow as well as the binding-based data flow of the process
model. In contrast to our approach, there are no models of
object life cycles involved.
Ni et al. [11] transformed models and formally verified
semantic Web services composition. More precisely, their
approach verifies the correctness of semantic Web services
composition based on models of Colored Petri Nets that are
transformed from OWL-S models. It is sound to use such
Petri Nets in order to verify reachability and soundness of
composed services (among others). This approach differs
from ours as it does not address the connection of process
models with object life cycle models.
In the context of verification of business process models, Weber et al. [16] addressed the problem that control
flow does not capture what the process activities actually do
when they are executed. So, they annotated individual activities with logical preconditions and effects, specified relative to an ontology with axioms of the underlying business
domain. This allowed them to verify the overall process behavior, but they do not use semantic task specification for
model checking as our approach.
A recently introduced approach for automated verification of business processes using model checking, shows
how BPMs can be verified against properties defined on object life cycles [7], see also the background material above.
This approach is promising, but the connection of the BPM
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IC = InvoiceCreated; IT = InvoiceTransmitted; IA = InvoiceAuthorized; IP = InvoicePaid; IB = InvoiceBooked.
Figure 1: Payment Handling Process in BPMN, Including Authorization
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Figure 2: Part of an Ontology of Domain Objects and Their Life Cycles
and object life cycles is established based on informal annotations given in the BPMs. In addition, they translate BPMN
Tasks to states in the FSMs and thus mix conceptual views.
Tasks in BPMN have a behavior and change the state of
the domain in which they are enacted as opposed to states
in FSMs, which represent a specific state of the process.
We build on this approach, but make it rigid for solving the
problem of connecting the models, and in order to facilitate
its automation. Furthermore, we fix the problem of defining
tasks as states in the resulting FSMs.
In summary, we are not aware of any previous work that
studied semantic task specification for a systematic transformation to synchronized FSMs and a rigid connection of
task-centric BPMs with artefact-centric object life cycles as
presented in this paper for a seamless approach to formal
verification of BPMs.

4

Connecting Task- and Artefact-centric
Models Logically

For logically connecting task- and artefact-centric models, we adopt parts of OWL-S specifications previously defined for services and employ them for semantic task specification. In essence, we utilize the possibility to specify
conditions and effects, to provide a formal semantic specification of all tasks that are embodied in a BPM. That is,
each task in a BPM has a counter-part in OWL-S, which
semantically specifies its behavior. The conditions and effects relate to the object life cycle defined in OWL and thus
connect the two models together.

4.1

Modeling Object Life Cycles in OWL

The verification approach given in [7] uses object life
cycles to specify properties. Thus it is necessary to have a
formal specification of these object life cycles. The concept

of an object life cycle is independent of the domain that it is
used in, and the concepts from the domain need to provide
their own instantiation of an object life cycle. That is, each
domain concept has its own definition of its life cycle by
creating instances of the object life cycle concepts.
For this purpose, we introduce an ontology to model life
cycles in OWL. This ontology defines that an object life
cycle consists of several States and Transitions among them.
The Transitions are defined with the nextState relationship.
Furthermore, the nextState relationship also specifies which
sequences of States are allowed in an object life cycle. For
each domain object, a concrete new instance of the object
life cycle ontology is created. The definition of the domain
can be provided in OWL as well or be part of an Enterprise
Architecture.
Figure 2 shows how this life cycle ontology is used for
an ontology of domain objects and their concrete life cycles.
More precisely, the figure shows how the domain object Invoice can be enriched with an object life cycle. The concept
Invoice has a relationship to the State concept, which defines that each instance of an Invoice is in exactly one state
in the object life cycle at any given time. The object life
cycle of Invoice is modeled through instances of the State
concept and its Transitions. In this example, an Invoice is
created first, then transmitted and then either authorized or
paid. The example also illustrates how more than one successor state can be defined.

4.2

Connecting Task Specifications and
Object Life Cycles

As mentioned in the Background section above, OWL-S
provides the means to semantically specify services. We
use these specifications to relate services to our object life
cycle ontology defined above. In essence, the preconditions
and effects of a service are related to states in an object life
cycle.
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The predicate hasResult in OWL-S couples outputs and
effects. Effects are closely related to tasks, since they specify how the domain objects change, and are specified via
the hasEffect predicate. To be more precise, they specify
the changes that are caused by the service execution. In
our approach, we relate these changes to state transitions in
an object life cycle. That is, each service execution may
change the state of a domain object.
SWRL-Rules are one possibility to model such a behavior. In our example, we use such rules to specify the new
state of an Invoice after service execution. The body of our
rules is always true, since there are no conditions on the effect. So, each execution of a service always has the same
effect in our case. OWL-S provides the means to use conditions on effects and outputs as well, but for our purposes a
simple unconditional effect is sufficient.
Let us consider our Invoice example again to illustrate
this. A service Create Invoice is semantically specified and
has the effect that an Invoice is created. In this case, the
effect of the service execution is that the state of the Invoice
is set to Created. Listing 4 shows this effect as an SWRLRule.
true ⇒ stateOfInvoice ( Invoice , Created )

< process : withOutput >
< process : OutputBinding >
...
</ p r o c e s s : O u t p u t B i n d i n g >
</ p r o c e s s : w i t h O u t p u t >
<process : hasEffect >
< e x p r :SWRL−C o n d i t i o n
r d f : ID= " S t a t e T r a n s i t i o n " >
< s w r l : AtomList >
<rdf : first >
<swrl : IndividualPropertyAtom >
<swrl : propertyPredicate
r d f : r e s o u r c e =" s t a t e O f I n v o i c e " / >
< swrl : argument1
r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# InvoiceOutput "
/>
< swrl : argument2
r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# Created " / >
</ s w r l : I n d i v i d u a l P r o p e r t y A t o m >
</ r d f : f i r s t >
</ s w r l : AtomList >
</ e x p r :SWRL−C o n d i t i o n >
</ p r o c e s s : h a s E f f e c t >
</ p r o c e s s : R e s u l t >
</ p r o c e s s : h a s R e s u l t >
...
</ p r o c e s s : A t o m i c P r o c e s s >

Listing 5: Excerpt of OWL-S Specification of Create
Invoice Task with its Effect

Listing 4: Effect of Create Invoice
The complete semantic specification of the task in
OWL-S is very verbose. Due to lack of space, only an
excerpt containing the output and the result along with its
effect is shown here in Listing 5. The task is identified via
the rdf:about=“CreateInvoice” statement and is modeled as
an AtomicProcess. An AtomicProcess executes an atomic
operation, for example a WSDL operation. The next part,
starting with the predicate hasResult in Listing 5, describes
the result. It shows the output (rdf:ID=“InvoiceOutput”)
and its binding. The binding is actually omitted here, since
it does not influence the specification of the effects. These
are specified in the hasEffect predicate. In Listing 5, an
SWRL-Rule is used to define the effect. The rule is identified by the rdf:ID StateTransition. Recalling that all statements in RDF are represented as triples of the form Subject, Predicate and Object, we can determine the meaning
of the rule. The rule basically specifies that in our domain
ontology the predicate stateOfInvoice is set for the subject
InvoiceOutput to the object Created.
< p r o c e s s : AtomicProcess r d f : about=" C r e a t e I n v o i c e ">
...
<process : hasResult >
<process : Result >
<process : hasResultVar >
<process : ResultVar
r d f : ID= " I n v o i c e O u t p u t " >
< process : parameterType
r d f : r e s o u r c e ="# I n v o i c e " / >
</ p r o c e s s : R e s u l t V a r >
</ p r o c e s s : h a s R e s u l t V a r >

With these specifications, the tasks are directly related to
the object life cycles of the domain objects.

4.3

Connecting BPMN Tasks with
Semantic Task Specification

In our approach, we use BPMN as the notation for
BPMs. We connect each task of Figure 1 with a corresponding task specification in OWL-S. This is similar to
the annotations in [16]. In case of existing task specifications in OWL-S, they can be reused, otherwise they have to
be created from scratch.
For our systematic approach, each and every task in
BPMN needs to have a task specification in OWL-S. Also
for tasks that are not implemented by a Web service, a corresponding OWL-S specification has to exist. An example
of such a task is Transmit Invoice. This task is a BPMN
Send-Task, which is used to send messages to other tasks
or processes. Such tasks do not use a service implementation for execution, but are directly executed by the BPMN
engine. We employ OWL-S specifications for such tasks as
well. Another example is the BPMN Receive-Task, which
is the counterpart of a BPMN Send-Task. In contrast to the
Send-Task, a Receive-Task waits for incoming messages.
BPMN defines an extension mechanism, which can be
used to create custom extensions for BPMN elements. We
utilize this extension mechanism to connect BPMN tasks
with OWL-S specifications. The custom tag serviceRef defines the reference to the corresponding OWL-S service
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specification for a task in BPMN. Listing 6 shows how the
connection between BPMN and the semantic task specification is established.
< s e r v i c e T a s k i d = " C r e a t e I n v o i c e " name= " C r e a t e
Invoice " ... >
. . . / / INPUT / OUTPUT B i n d i n g
<extensionElements >
<semService : serviceRef
id =" c r e a t e I n v o i c e S e r v i c e R e f ">
http : / / . . . / services # CreateInvoice
</ s e m S e r v i c e : s e r v i c e R e f >
</ e x t e n s i o n E l e m e n t s >
...
</ s e r v i c e T a s k >

5.2

Transforming BPMs in BPMN
to FSMs

As shown in [7], formal verification of BPMs against object life cycles is possible. However, it is necessary to have
a systematic transformation in place that translates BPMs to
FSMs. We use BPMN as the notation for these BPMs and
define our transformation accordingly.
Each task in BPMN is transformed to a corresponding
FSM part. There are two states created for each task and a
transition between them. Figure 4 shows the result of the
transformation of the task Create Invoice of Figure 1.

Listing 6: Connect BPMN Task to Semantic Task
Specification
Figure 4: FSM Part for Task Create Invoice

5

Connecting the Behavior for Formal Verification

Based on the logical connection of task- and artefactcentric models, we are able to connect also their behaviors
for formal verification through model checking. In addition
to given FSM models of object life cycles, a prerequisite is
a systematic translation from task models to synchronized
FSMs. Using the resulting FSMs, the connection of the behaviors can be established based on the logical specification
in OWL.

5.1

S1 and S2 represent the states before and after the execution of the Create Invoice task. The hasEffect predicate
models the difference between the two states caused by this
task execution, but not the states themselves.
The control flow between tasks in BPMN is directly
translated to the FSM and connects the two adjacent tasks.
For example, if the task Transmit Invoice from Figure 1 is
transformed into an FSM, then it is connected to the previously transformed task Create Invoice according to the
control flow defined in BPMN. The result of the connected
tasks in the FSM is shown in Figure 5.

Transforming Artefact Life Cycles to
FSMs

The model of the artefact life cycle shown in Figure 2
can be systematically translated into an FSM. Each state of
the figure is translated to a state in the FSM. An exception
is the first state, which is a modeled as a separate state and
used as an entry point for the FSM. Figure 3 shows the result
of the translation.

Figure 5: Connected FSM
Transitions between states in the FSM are executed immediately. Only the tasks that are transformed to FSMs may
alter the state of the process. However, since only tasks
may change the state of the process, control flow elements
in BPMN can be optimized in the FSM. That is, they can be
omitted in the resulting FSM. Figure 6 shows the resulting
FSM for the example above.

Figure 6: Optimized FSM
Figure 3: Object Life Cycle FSM

5.3
The FSM does not contain any signals among states.
This is due to the fact that there are no signals yet available, and that the transitions are triggered from the process
and not from the object life cycle itself.

Setting Signals in FSMs Transferred
from BPMN

FSMs use signals on state transitions to determine the
next state. These signals are also used to trigger other states.
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The FSM that we transfer from BPMN does not contain any
signals yet. The outgoing signals of the states correspond to
the effects of the tasks. Since each task may change the
state of the process and these changes are defined via the
hasEffect predicate in OWL-S, the signals can be derived
from the effects. Each effect specification in OWL-S is in
the form predicate(Subject, Object). Hence, the signal can
be derived as SubjectObject. The predicate can be omitted
here, since in our case the predicate always relates to the
nextState predicate of the object life cycle.
For example, the Create Invoice task has the effect
nextState(Invoice, Created). Hence, the corresponding signal is InvoiceCreated. The same applies for all other tasks.
The resulting synchronized FSMs including the signals are
shown in Figure 7.

transferred from the BPMN process with the object life cycle FSM. To accomplish this, we have to specify signals on
the object life cycle FSM as well.
This can be done analogously to the way of defining signals described above. Since the object life cycle FSM does
not change its states itself, an external signal is necessary.
Each state in the object life cycle FSM can have a number of successor states. These states are identified via the
nextState predicate. Again, the predicate can be omitted,
and only the subject and the object are of interest. To be
more precise, the subject, which is in this case the previous
state, is not even necessary. For example, the state transition
from Created to Transmitted is specified via the nextState
predicate. It is of the form nextState(Created, Transmitted).
However, we need additional information to create the signal, since we have to identify the object that the transition
is based upon. When stateOfInvoice(Invoice, Created) and
nextState(Created, Transmitted) are known, according to a
logical analysis of these two statements, the next state of the
Invoice must be Transmitted. Thus we can derive stateOfInvoice(Invoice, Transmitted) and determine InvoiceTransmitted as the signal of the state Created. If a state has more than
one successor states, then the corresponding signal has to be
derived for each transition. This results in the FSM shown
in Figure 8.

IC = InvoiceCreated; IT = InvoiceTransmitted; IA =
InvoiceAuthorized; IP = InvoicePaid; IB = InvoiceBooked.
Figure 7: Resulting Synchronized FSMs
BPMN Send- and Receive-Tasks as shown in Figure 1 are
a special kind of task and thus have to be treated separately.
These tasks may not be implemented by a service, but are
also specified using OWL-S. In case of the Receive-Task, a
waiting operation for an incoming message is in place. An
incoming message has to be received first, and only then
the next transition is executed. Hence, an incoming signal
is necessary in the FSM to model this waiting operation.
The corresponding Receive-Task, for example Receive Invoice, has an incoming signal and is only triggered when
this signal is set by another task. This signal is modeled
in the task specification as a precondition of the form stateOfInvoice(Invoice, State). In case of the Receive Invoice
task, the incoming signal is InvoiceTransmitted. Hence, the
resulting FSM uses signals that directly correspond to the
effects of the tasks in BPMN as shown in Figure 1.

5.4

Connecting Process FSMs with
Object Life Cycle FSMs

The only part missing before the verification approach
defined in [7] can be used, is the connection of the FSMs

IC = InvoiceCreated; IT = InvoiceTransmitted; IA =
InvoiceAuthorized; IP = InvoicePaid; IB = InvoiceBooked.
Figure 8: Object Life Cycle FSM with Signals
Since these signals correspond to the signals derived
from the hasEffect predicate of the task specifications, the
two FSMs for processes and object life cycles can be connected through them. This is illustrated in Figures 7 and
8 by the names of the signals. The resulting synchronized
FSMs of both the processes and object life cycle are shown
in Figure 9.

5.5

Using Synchronized FSMs for Formal
Verification

This resulting machine is isomorphic to the one used in
[7] for model checking. Therefore, this formal verification
approach can be directly used with our systematic transformation for the generation of synchronized FSMs, while the
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IC = InvoiceCreated; IT = InvoiceTransmitted; IA = InvoiceAuthorized; IP = InvoicePaid; IB = InvoiceBooked.
Figure 9: Connected Synchronized FSMs of BPMN Process and Object Life Cycle
approach for creating such synchronized FSMs in [7] was
based on informal annotations.
Constraints on these business processes are defined as
properties in a model checker language. These constraints
impose certain restrictions on the enactment of the business
process. A model checker uses these properties for formal
verification and, in case of a violation, generates a counterexample.
In [7], these constraints are defined on the object life
cycle, which decouples them from the BPM. That is, no
complete knowledge of the BPM itself is necessary to define them. The advantage is, that these constraints can be
reused on several BPMs and that a separation of concerns is
achieved.

6

Discussion and Future Work

In artefact-centric modeling of business processes, artefacts and their life cycles are considered first-class citizens.
This is in contrast to the more wide-spread modeling of
business processes with the control flow between tasks in
mind. Our approach tries to bridge the gap between these
two philosophies by annotating the tasks in BPMs with semantic task specification, which is defined using the object

life cycles of artefacts.
Since our new approach connects task- and artefactcentric models systematically, it may also be useful for automatically verifying their consistency. Such consistency
checks are complementary to the approach by Lohmann
et al. [8] as mentioned above, which employs compliance rules to automatically construct artefact-centric models from task-centric BPMs.
Actually, we have only connected a BPMN model with
a single object life cycle yet. We plan to investigate the
connection of several object life cycles and, if necessary, to
extend our approach accordingly.
We tacitly assume that the OWL-S specification of the
used Web services are defined using the same ontology as
the one used for defining the object life cycles. In the context of an Enterprise Architecture, this assumption appears
to be valid, because everything should be consistently defined within it.
In principle, the ideas of this approach would also allow
the generation of Petri nets instead of synchronized FSMs.
In essence, the signals would have to be mapped as additional tokens. In the context of this paper, we decided
to generate synchronized FSMs, in order to use the model
checking approach in [7].
SWRL-Rules can also be used as a means to express con-
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straints to be satisfied during process execution. The formal
verification approach presented in [7] represents constraints
in the form of properties for model checking of business
processes. These properties are formulated with respect to
the life cycle of the artefacts, and they are directly encoded
in the language used by the model checker. However, with
our approach these constraints can also be defined in the semantic specification given in OWL and SWRL. McKenzie
et al. [9] show how SWRL-Rules can be used to express
fully quantified constraints, and we plan to use a similar approach to express constraints that have to be fulfilled during
process execution. Listing 7 shows a constraint that states
that each Invoice in the state created has to be authorized if
the amount of the Invoice is greater than 5000.
stateOfInvoice (? Invoice , created ) ∧
a m o u n t I n v o i c e ( ? I n v o i c e , ? amount ) ∧
s w r l b : g r e a t e r T h a n ( ? amount , 5 0 0 0 ) ⇒
stateOfInvoice (? Invoice , authorize )

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Listing 7: Constraint encoded as an SWRL-Rule

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new and systematic approach
for connecting BPMs (given in BPMN) with object life cycle models through semantic task specification. This specification is also the basis for connecting the behavioral models of the tasks and of their complementary object life cycles. More generally, this approach implements a connection between task- and artefact-centric models.
We also present the use of this connection for a seamless formal verification approach of BPMs through model
checking. In contrast to the previous approach in [7] that we
build upon, we use formal instead of informal annotations,
and our new way of transforming BPMN tasks to synchronized finite state machines is consistent with the representation of object life cycles as used for model checking. Only
through a formal approach as presented in this paper, the
overall verification process can be made rigid.

8

[8]
[9]

[10]
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